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57 ABSTRACT 
The present invention relates to an apparatus for re 
finishing the contoured surface of a substantially cylin 
drical Yankee drier drum without removing the drum 
from the paper machine. The invention is exemplified 
by an improved grinding apparatus consisting of a 
back stand grinder for forming the surface on the 
drum, a carriage upon which the grinder is movably 
mounted, a rigid cast iron bed with ways to guide the 
carriage parallel to the drier drum axis, means to tra 
verse the carriage and a unique cam to control the 
movement of the grinder on the carriage in a manner 
which causes the grinder to generate the entire surface 
contour desired to be formed on the drum. The inven 
tion also includes the unique cam. The invention is 
further exemplified by a periphery on the grinder 
contact wheel contoured to adapt to the drum surface 
contour over the entire face of the drum. 

9 Claims, 6 Drawing Figures 
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APPARATUS FOR RESURFACNG THE 
CYLNDRCAL FACE OF LARGE DRER DRUMS 
This is a continuation of application Ser. No. 

179,691, filed Sept. 13, 1971, now abandoned. 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The invention relates to an apparatus and method for 
forming a complex-contoured surface on the cylindri 
cal face of large drier drums, such as those referred to 
as Yankee driers and used in paper manufacturing. 
More specifically the invention relates to resurfacing 
in-place Yankee drier drums which have experienced 
wear from operating use. The invention enables sub 
stantially automatic refinishing of the entire surface of 
the drum with greater precision, speed and efficiency 
than with previously known systems. 
The function of the Yankee drier in papermaking is 

to dry a moving web of paper during the brief period 
of time the web is in contact with the steam-heated 
Yankee drier. The wet web of paper, after removal 
from the forming wire of the paper machine, is pressed 
onto the surface of the rotating Yankee drier drum by 
a pressure roll. After rotating in close contact with the 
drier drum for a partial revolution, the dried paper is 
separated from the drier drum and creped by a doctor 
blade. 

It is important that the pressure exerted on the paper 
web by the pressure roll be uniform across the full 
width of the paper web. Otherwise, a number of delete 
rious results can occur, such as variations in paper 
thickness, uneven drying, and uneven creping. If the 
pressure roll and the drier drum were both perfect cyl 
inders under operating conditions, uniform pressure 
would easily be accomplished. However, this desired 
shape is not easily maintained under operating condi 
tions because the drum and pressure roll are subjected 
to distortions from a number of mechanical and ther 
mal operating forces. For example, the force of the 
pressure roll against the drier drum causes distortions 
in both their contacting surfaces, just as it would with 
another pressure roll cooperating in a calendering 
function. And it is well known in the art that two pres 
sure rolls pressed against each other deflect each other. 
The same deflection is found in a simple beam held at 
both ends and subjected to a uniform pressure across 
its length. The center of the beam deflects more from 
the pressure than the ends because it is farther from the 
supports. The deflection configuration along the length 
of the beam is easily computed, as it also is with simple 
pressure rolls. 
The operating distortions in a Yankee drier drum are 

more complex than in a simple pressure roll. In addi 
tion to the external pressure from the pressure roll, the 
drier drum is acted upon by thermal and internal pres 
sure forces from the steam injected into the drum to 
supply heat. Distortion caused by thermal expansion is 
further complicated by temperature gradients in the 
drum resulting from the cooling effect of the wet paper 
web. The web does not cover the full face of the drum, 
and the surface temperature of the uncovered portions 
of the drum is higher than the covered portions. The 
higher temperature also extends somewhat into the 
covered portions of the drum. The result is that the 
drum experiences more thermal expansion in the end 
portions than it does in the center. 
Other factors which cause significantly more com 

plex distortion in a Yankee drier drum than in a simple 
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2 
pressure roll are the large ratio of drum diameter to 
drum length and the relatively small drum wall thick 
ness. These factors and slight flexibility of the large end 
caps holding the ends of the drum produce more com 
plex distortions than those of smaller diameter pressure 
rolls which are held by their substantially inflexible end 
caps. Thus, the distortion configuration in the end re 
gions of the drier drum is more complex than in a sim 
ple pressure roll to an even greater extent than the cen 
ter region. 
Makers of pressure rolls have found that a simple so 

lution to their operating distortion problem is to com 
pensate for the anticipated deflection by varying the 
radius of the roll to form a crown with a contour ex 
actly the opposite of the anticipated deflection con 
tour. Although the operating distortion problem in the 
Yankee drier drum is considerably more complex than 
that in a simple pressure roll, it is known by those 
skilled in the art that the solution is basically the same. 
That is, the drier drums are formed with a surface con 
figuration which compensates for the expected operat 
ing distortions. Some of the expected distortions can be 
computed, but others are more easily determined em 
pirically. It has been found that a combination of com 
putations and empirical determination is the most ex 
pedient method of determining the overall drum sur 
face distortion. 
The production of a satisfactory compensating crown 

profile is further complicated by the desirability, while 
forming it, of partially simulating some of the condi 
tions producing distortions under operating conditions. 
Thus, the net compensation required at the time of 
forming the surface of a Yankee drier drum represents 
the difference between the total compensation needed 
for operating condition distortion and that portion of 
this compensation which it has been possible to simu 
late at the time of forming. Thus, for example, a reason 
able compromise is to duplicate operating thermal ex 
pansion, at least in the middle region of the drum. This 
can be done by heating the drier drum with steam at a 
lesser pressure than the usual operating pressure. The 
cooler steam is used to compensate for the absence of 
cooling from the wet paper web on the drum in opera 
tion. Of course, under these conditions, the drum dis 
tortion from internal pressure is not a duplicate of the 
operating distortion due to that cause, and the differ 
ences must be compensated for in forming the surface. 

It is these compensations which cause the required 
surface contour to be formed on Yankee drier drums 
to have a unique complexity, especially in the end re 
gions. And it is this unique complexity that prevents 
most existing resurfacing equipment from being en 
tirely satisfactory for use in the resurfacing of inplace 
Yankee drier drums. 
Most equipment used for grinding rolls and drums is 

unsuitable for resurfacing Yankee drier drums for sev 
eral reasons. Yankee drier drums are quite large, up to 
15 ft. in diameter, 17 ft. long, and weighing upwards of 
100,000 pounds. Once installed in a papermaking ma 
chine, it is impracticable to remove them except under 
extreme circumstances. Therefore, satisfactory grind 
ing equipment must be capable of resurfacing the Yan 
kee drier drum while the drum is mounted in its operat 
ing position. It is also impracticable to leave the grind 
ing equipment permanently mounted at the Yankee 
drier, not only because of interference with normal pa 
permaking operations and potential damage to the pre 
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cision grinding equipment by the enviroment of an op 
erating paper machine, but also because of the high in 
vestment cost of providing each Yankee drier with its 
own grinder. 
On the other hand, the use of a single grinding ma 

chine to resurface a number of Yankee drier drums 
presents the problem of adapting the machine to the 
various drum sizes and contours which each drum 
uniquely requires. This problem is further complicated 
by each resurfacing of the same drum requiring a 
slightly different contour than the previous resurfacing. 
This is due to the change in the operating distortion 
pattern of the drum caused by the decrease in drum 
wall thickness naturally accompanying each resurfac 
ing operation. It is therefore apparent that a practicable 
and satisfactory grinding machine to resurface multiple 
Yankee drier drums must be readily movable from one 
drum to another and must be readily adaptable to form 
a different surface contour for each resurfacing job. It 
almost must be capable of forming the complex con 
tours required in the end regions of the drum, a task 
most can only perform as a separate hand-controlled 
operation. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PRIOR ART 

One apparatus designed for in-place resurfacing of 
Yankee drier drums is disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 
2,579,391 and again referred to in U.S. Pat. No. 
3,264,749. This apparatus consists basically of an end 
less abrasive belt revolving about a cylindrical form roll 
which guides the belt against the drum surface. The 
form roll has the reverse of the contour desired to be 
formed on the Yankee drier drum and the belt is moved 
along the form roll to generate the desired surface con 
tour on the drum. A number of shortcomings in this ap 
paratus are apparent. For example, the apparatus is not 
readily adaptable to form the different surface contour 
required for each job. The contour formed by this ap 
paratus is dependent upon the contour of the cylindri 
cal form roll, and the form roll probably represents a 
major portion of the cost of the apparatus, not only be 
cause of its size, having to be as long as the drier drum 
to be resurfaced, but also because of the close toler 
ances required in manufacturing it. It can be readily ap 
preciated that the precision of the resurfaced contour 
on the drier drum can be no greater than the contour 
precision on the forming roll. Because each resurfacing 
job requires a different contour, it also requires a dif 
ferent forming roll. Although it is possible that a single 
form roll can be used for all resurfacing jobs on a single 
drier drum by making small contour changes to the 
forming roll for each job, a substantial cost is still in 
volved in making the changes because of the high pre 
cision machining required on a large workpiece. 
Another shortcoming apparent in this apparatus is 

the lack of precision caused by the same deflection in 
the middle region of the forming roll as that found in 
pressure rolls pushing against each other. As with pres 
sure rolls, the forming roll can be designed to compen 
sate for this deflection, but only at additional complica 
tion and expense. 
Another apparatus designed for in-place resurfacing 

of Yankee drier drums is a portable grinder manufac 
tured and sold to the industry by Farrel-Birmingham 
Co., Inc. This apparatus consists briefly of a back stand 
grinder, a carriage upon which the grinder is mounted 
and a massive cast iron with ways to guide the carriage 
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4. 
parallel to the drier drum axis. The whole apparatus is 
portable and requires the bed to be mounted adjacent 
the drier drum for each resurfacing job, taking care to 
precisely align the ways on the bed with the drum axis. 
The carriage is automatically traversed along the ways 
by a motor driven pinion and rack. The back stand 
grinder, consisting of an abrasive belt which wraps a 
motor driven contact wheel having a slightly resilient 
surface and a back stand wheel, is pivotally mounted on 
the carriage so that angular movement of the grinder 
about the pivot moves the grinder contact wheel to 
ward or away from the drier drum axis. The movements 
of the contact wheel toward and away from the drum 
axis as the grinder carriage traverses the length of the 
Yankee drier drum control the drum surface contour. 
This motion of the grinder cound be completely hand 
controlled by a screw crank. However, it is far more 
satisfactory to control the motion by means of a cam 
and cam follower mounted to the back stand grinder. 
The cam is designed to cause the desired component of 
motion radial to the drier drum axis even though the 
pivoting motion of the grinder is not necessarily in the 
same direction. A rack and pinion controls the rotation 
of the cam through a gear reducer in a predetermined 
relationship to the movement of the carriage along the 
bed. An eccentric circle cam of adjustable eccentricity 
has been found satisfactory for forming the typically 
desired contours on Yankee drier drums over about the 
middle 80% of their face lengths. 
The Farrel-Birmingham grinder satisfies two of the 

beforementioned requirements for a practicable and 
satisfactory inplace resurfacer of Yankee drums. It is 
readily movable from one drum to another, and it is 
readily adaptable to form a different surface contour 
for each resurfacing job by merely changing the eccen 
tricity of the circular cam. However, in the past, the 
grinder has not been capable of forming the complex 
controus required in the end regions of the drum ex 
cept by manually controlling the radial movement of 
the grinder. It had been considered far too complex and 
time consuming to design cams which could control the 
complex surface forming in the end regions of the 
drum. This was especially true when considering that 
such cams would be usable for only one resurfacing 
job. Therefore, the past approach has been to use an 
eccentric circle cam to control forming of the middle 
portion of the drum and hand control for forming the 
end regions. This approach was not entirely satisfac 
tory, because of the complication of switching from 
hand control to cam control or vice versa as well as the 
unpredictable accuracy inherent in trial-and-error op 
erations. 

Past practice has been to first grind down the middle 
80% of the drum using the eccentric cam control to 
form the desired contour and then to form the end re 
gions by hand control. The middle portion is ground in 
passes following the desired contour until all worn sur 
face is removed over that entire portion. Then the end 
regions are ground down to a matching extent. If exces 
sive surface deterioration still prevails at the end re 
gions and grinding to a greater surface depth is re 
quired, then the middle region must be reground to 
bring its contour into conformity with the end regions. 
Regrinding the middle region drastically increases total 
grinding time, resulting in increased down time for the 
papermaking machine at a loss of some hundreds of 
dollars per hour in lost production. There is consider 
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able pressure on the grinderman to finish his job as 
soon as possible, and therefore, it is only natural that 
he tends to grind more than is necessary in the middle 
region of the drum to avoid possible regrinding later. 
The unfortunate result of grinding more than necessary 
is a shorter life for the drier drum. Eventually the drum 
thickness is reduced to a point where the drum has to 
be replaced, at a cost of several hundred thousand dol 
lars. Typically, seven or eight resurfacing jobs are all 
that are usually realized. 

It takes little imagination to realize the advantage of 
extending the life of a drier drum even by one grind. 
Additional life can be gained by grinding only the mini 
mum necessary depth on each resurfacing job, but this 
can be done only if the end regions are ground concur 
rently with the middle region. That is, each grind pass 
is from end to end of the drum. To attempt this with 
hand control in the end regions and cam control in the 
middle region has not been found practical. 
Yet a further problem is presented in grinding the 

end regions concurrently with the middle region. The 
contact wheel axis is maintained parallel to the axis of 
the drier drum throughout the entire traverse pass 
across the drum face, but the desired surface contour 
of the drier drum is not parallel to its axis at all loca 
tions. The deviation is especially severe toward the 
ends of the drum. Therefore, if a contact wheel having 
a right cylindrical periphery is used to press the abra 
sive belt against the drum surface, only one corner of 
the grinding surface is pressed against the drum surface 
when grinding each end region despite the slight resil 
iency built into the contact wheel surface. In the past, 
this problem has been solved by beveling the contact 
wheel periphery to approximately match the contour of 
one end region of the drum when grinding that end, and 
beveling the contact wheel in the opposite direction 
when grinding the other end of the drum. Of course, 
the contact wheel periphery was unbeveled for grinding 
the middle portion of the drum. More precise grinding 
could be accomplished by dividing the drum into five 
zones rather than three and using a different bevel 
angle on the contact wheel for each zone. 
Changing the bevel on the contact wheel meant ei 

ther changing the contact wheel or machining a new 
bevel on the same contact wheel for each zone. Either 
way the drum grinding process was interrupted and a 
continuous grind pass could not be made from end to 
end of the drum. The tendency was to completely grind 
each zone before going to the next Zone, which fre 
quently resulted in overgrinding and the resulting waste 
of drum life. 

It can be seen from the foregoing discussion that 
prior art techniques for resurfacing Yankee drier 
drums in-place have all suffered from one or more 
shortcomings, such as inability to make continuous 
grind passes from end to end of the drum, inability to 
automatically form the contours in the end regions of 
the drum, lack of precision, excessive time consump 
tion, and lack of practicable adaptability to forming the 
different surface contour required for each job. The ad 
vantages of overcoming these shortcomings are sub 
stantial, resulting in shorter down time of paper ma 
chines for resurfacing jobs, less material removal on 
drum walls during each resurfacing and thus longer 
drum life, and more precise surface contours which en 
able production of higher quality paper. It should also 
be noted that quicker resurfacing jobs with less surface 
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6 
removal would encourage more frequent refinishing. 
Because pitting and other deterioration of the drum 
surface proceeds into the drum wall at an exponential 
rate, it is possible that reducing the time between refin 
ishing jobs to say one-half of the usual period, for ex 
ample, could reduce the amount of surface material to 
be removed to much less than one-half of the usual 
amount. Thus, the resulting life of the drum could be 
further increased and the average quality of paper pro 
duced improved. 
Having in mind the shortcomings of the prior art 

techniques for resurfacing Yankee drier drums and the 
advantages of overcoming these shortcomings, it is an 
object of the invention to provide an apparatus for 
forming the surface of a Yankee drier drum in-place by 
making continuous, uninterrupted grind passes from 
end to end of the drum. A further object of the inven 
tion is to provide an apparatus in which the contour 
forming of the entire face of the drum including the end 
regions is substantially automatically controlled with 
greater precision than with prior apparatus. Another 
object of this invention is to provide an apparatus 
which is capable of practicable use with divers Yankee 
drier drums and inexpensively adaptable to forming the 
different surface contour required for each resurfacing 
job. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
According to the present invention the portable 

grinder of the type available from Farrel-Birmingham 
Co., Inc. and discussed in the preceding back 
ground of the invention is improved to overcome 
the above-mentioned shortcomings of the prior art. 
The improvements feature two major changes, a 
new, unique cam capable of controlling surface forma 
tion on the Yankee drier drum in the end regions as 
well as the middle region and a contoured contact 
wheel. The new cam is designed by a computer from 
tabular information about the desired contour to be 
formed on the entire surface of the Yankee drier drum 
to be resurfaced, along with certain critical dimensions 
of the grinder apparatus to be used and its placement 
with respect to the Yankee drier. The computer con 
verts this information into a punched tape to be used 
in a Numerical Control milling machine which cuts the 
desired cam. For each resurfacing job, the required 
data is inserted into the computer program, a punched 
tape is produced, and the desired cam is quickly manu 
factured with great precision and little cost. This 
method avoids the complex and time consuming and 
calculating steps of computing a cam design for the 
ends of the drum and the great expense and delay of 
producing a master cam according to that design with 
standard tool room techniques, along with the probable 
inaccuracies inherent in such procedures, if it were 
even possible within practical limitations to produce 
the can in this manner. 
Even the new unique cam does not alone overcome 

all of the shortcomings of the prior art. The full advan 
tage of continuous grind passes from end to end of the 
drum cannot be satisfactorily realized with the old 
style, right-cylindrical-periphery contact wheel. There 
fore, especially satifactory results can be obtained by 
use of a contact wheel with a contoured periphery that 
allows portions of the contact wheel inwards from its 
edges to match the surface contour of the drier drum 
at all positions from end to end of the drum. The pe 
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riphery contour is in the form of a circular arc. The 
slight resiliency of the contact wheel surface then tends 
effectively to expand the theoretical point contact in all 
directions into an area contact achieving high metal re 
moval rates by the abrasive belt. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a front elevation view of the grinding appa 
ratus of the invention in position to resurface a Yankee 
drier drum shown with a greatly exaggerated surface 
crown profile for illustrative purposes. 
FIG. 2 is a side elevation view of the illustration of 

FIG. as viewed in the plane of the lines 2-2 and in 
the direction of the arrows. 
FIG. 3 is a plan view of the contoured contact wheel 

of this invention shown contacting the surface of a 
Yankee drier drum in several positions, the drum sur 
face crown profile being shown greatly exaggerated for 
illustrative purposes. 
FIG. 3A is a plan view of the prior art contact wheels 

shown contacting the surface of a Yankee drier drum 
shown with a greatly exaggerated surface crown profile 
for illustrative purposes. 
FIG. 4 is a diagrammatic view of the illustration of 

FIG. 2, showing the dimensions used to compute the 
cam design. 
FIG. S is a diagrammatic view of the cam of this in 

vention with the cam cutter and cam follower shown to 
illustrate considerations in programming the path of 
the cam cutter. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

The grinder apparatus which exemplifies the inven 
tion is illustrated by FIGS. 1 and 2 where two views of 
the apparatus in position to resurface a Yankee drier 
drum are shown. The grinder apparatus has three major 
parts, the backstand grinder 7, the carriage 8, and the 
bed 9. The backstand grinder 7 consists of the grinder 
base 11, the grinder 12, hand adjustment means 14 to 
position the grinder frame 12 on the grinder base 11 
along grinder head in-feed ways 10, a contact wheel 15 
and backstand wheel 16 both mounted on the grinder 
frame 12, an abrasive belt 17 mounted about the 
contact wheel 15 and backstand wheel 16, and means 
for driving the abrasive belt 17, illustrated here by 
motor 18 driving the contact wheel 15. The grinder 
base 11 is attached to the carriage 8 at the pivot mount 
ing 19 and rotatable about that mounting. The carriage 
8 rides against flat way 21 and vee way 22 on the cast 
iron bed 9. The ways are aligned parallel to the axis 32 
of the drier drum 24. The drier drum 24 is mounted 
upon a shaft on axis 32 and which is in turn rotatably 
held by bearings 6. The carriage 8 is traversed along the 
ways 21 and 22 by drive means illustrated here as rack 
26, pinion 24, and reduction gear motor 25 attached to 
the carriage 8. The traverse speed of the carriage 8 is 
controlled by the speed of motor 25. 
Mounted on the carriage 8 is a cam 27 which is ro 

tated in relationship to the traversing movement of the 
carriage 8. In FIG. 2, part of the carriage has been re 
moved to expose the cam rotational means. The cam 
rotational means is exemplified here by rack 26 and 
pinion and worm assembly 28 driving the cam 27 
through the worm and worm wheel mounted on the 
shaft 29. The gear ratios in the cam rotational means 
are such that the cam 27 makes somewhat less than a 
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8 
full revolution when the carriage 8 traverses the full 
width of the Yankee drier drum 24. 
On the end of the grinder base 11 opposite the pivot 

mounting 19 is rotatably mounted a cam follower 31. 
The cam follower 31 rests upon the cam 27 and is 
moved up or down in relationship to the cam contour 
as the cam rotates. The cam follower movement swings 
the grinder base 11 in an angular movement about the 
pivot mounting 19 which causes the contact wheel 15 
to move closer or farther from the axis of the drier 
drum 24. Therefore, by use of a properly designed cam, 
the path of the contact wheel as the carriage is moved 
across the face of the drier drum will form the desired 
surface contour of the drier drum, 
A typical resurfacing operation is carried out in the 

following manner. First, the cast iron bed 9 is mounted 
to the floor beside the drier drum 24. Next, the carriage 
8 with the attached grinder 7 is placed in the ways 21 
and 22. It is essential that the bed ways 21 and 22 be 
both straight and aligned with the axis 32 of the drum 
24 because any error will be passed on the drum sur 
face contour as it is formed. The carriage 8 is then tra 
versed along the ways until the contact wheel 15 is op 
posite the center 33 of the drum 24. This is the point 
where the radius of the drum 24 is to be the largest. The 
cam 27 is then oriented so that the center point on the 
can is in contact with the cam follower 31 and is then 
locked to its rotational drive. The grinder frame 12, 
holding the contact wheel 15, backstand wheel 16, and 
abrasive belt 17, is slid up along the grinder head in 
feed ways 10 on the grinder base 11 by the hand adjust 
ment means 14 until the abrasive belt 17 contacts the 
drum surface 24. The rotation of the abrasive belt 17 
is then started. Any of the operating conditions which 
are to be simulated during the grind have meanwhile 
been put into effect, and the apparatus begins its first 
grind pass. The slowly rotating drier drum 24 exposes 
its entire surface to the grinder. When the carriage 8 
reaches the end of the drum 24, its direction is reversed 
either by reversing the motor direction or by other 
means well known in the art. 
During the grinding process it will be necessary to pe 

riodically move the grinder frame 12 closer to the drier 
drum 24 as the grinder pressure on the drum drops off 
due to metal removal from the drum and breakdown of 
the abrasive belt. These adjustments are performed by 
those skilled in the art upon observing changes in the 
power consumed by the abrasive belt drive motor 18 
and can be made while traversing the carriage 8, so 
there is no need to stop the grinding operation. It will 
be necessary, however, to periodically change the abra 
sive belt 17 as it wears. The grinding operation is 
stopped when all defects in the drier drum surface have 
been removed. Final passes can be made with abrasive 
belts having finer grit so as to produce a smooth polish 
on the Yankee surface. 
The surface of the contact wheel 15 is composed of 

a slightly resilient material, such as hard rubber, and 
therefore, can be compressed slightly when pushing the 
abrasive belt 17 against the drum surface, Compressing 
the resilient contact wheel 15 against the drum surface 
accomplishes various beneficial results because the 
contact wheel can expand slightly if necessary and still 
maintain pressure between the abrasive belt 17 and the 
drum surface. One such result is the larger area of 
contact caused by the contact wheel 15 compressing 
against the drier drum 24. And another result is the 
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higher contact pressure between the abrasive belt 17 
and areas of the drum surface which require more ma 
terial removal. This increases the metal removal rate to 
bring such areas into conformity with the desired con 
tour being generated elsewhere. The converse is also 
true with areas of the drum surface which require less 
metal removal. Furthermore, in actual practice the grit 
on the abrasive belt 17 is continuously breaking down 
and the contact wheel must be advanced manually to 
compensate for this loss of belt thickness as well as for 
the metal thickness removed from the Yankee drier. 
The expansion of the compressed contact wheel en 
ables the grinding operator to perform this manual ad 
vancing operation periodically rather than constantly. 
Referring now to FIG, 3, the contoured contact wheel 

of the invention is illustrated pressing the abrasive belt 
17 against the surface of the drier drum 24 in two posi 
tions (only part of the contact wheel is shown). Only 
part of the drier drum surface is shown because the 
crown contour is symmetrical about the center line 33 
of the drum and the side of the drum not shown is a 
mirror image of the side shown. Contact wheel 15a, 
having the contoured periphery of the invention, is 
shown at the center 33 of the drum 24 where the theo 
retical contact point 34 between drum and abrasive 
belt is at the center of the contact wheel. Contact wheel 
15b, also having the contoured periphery, is shown in 
the end region of the drum 24 where the theoretical 
contact point 35 between drum and abrasive belt is off 
center of the contact wheel. 
FIG. 3A illustrates two contact wheels of the prior art 

against the surface of the drier drum 24. As in FIG. 3, 
only parts of the contact wheel and the drier drums are 
shown in FIG. 3A. Contact wheel 15c, with abrasive 
belt 17, illustrates the adverse corner contact which 
would occur in the end regions of the drum were a right 
cylindrical periphery contact wheel to be used. Contact 
wheel 15d, also with abrasive belt 17, illustrates the 
beveled-edge contact wheel of the prior art. It can be 
readily seen that neither the square-edged nor the bev 
eled-edge contact wheel is suitable for use over the en 
tire drum surface. It should be noted that this circular 
contoured periphery indicated as having a radius 
D(13) and illustrated on contact wheels 15a and 15b is 
the most desired contour, not because of the compress 
ibility of the contact wheel, the contour can be approxi 
mated with good results by an appropriate series of 
straight lines. 

It can be seen from FIG. 3 with the contact wheel in 
positions such as is contact wheel 15b where the 
contact point 35 is offset from the center of the contact 
wheel, an allowance must be made when designing the 
cam to account for the distance 36 by which the center 
point of the contact wheel's periphery is to be held 
away from the desired Yankee surface so that contact 
point 35 generates the surface correctly as it sweeps by. 
Thus a finite width contact wheel must be advanced 

a somewhat lesser distance towards the Yankee surface 
than consideration of its center line radius alone would 
dictate. This correction is essential to obtaining a pre 
cise surface contour on the drum. 
Referring again to FIG. 3, the size of the radius of 

curvature of the contact wheel 15 periphery, indicated 
as D(13), has been found to be very important to opti 
mum use of the invention. Its size is dependent upon 
the mixture crown slope of the Yankee drier drum 24, 
which will be located at the extreme drum positions. 
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10 
For example, the maximum desired crown slope on one 
particular Yankee drier drum, having a 12 ft. diameter 
and a 15 ft. 8 in. length, was determined to be 0.00628 
inches per inch. And for resurfacing that particular 
drum, a contact wheel 15 having a wheel width of 4 
inches works well with a periphery contour radius 
D(13) of 240 inches. This radius D(13) design is based 
upon two objectives. First, the periphery must have an 
area with a slope equal to or greater than the maximum 
crown slope on the drier drum 24; this objective alone 
can, of course, be easiest accomplished with the small 
est possible radius D(13). And second, the radius 
should be as large as possible to allow the greatest pos 
sible contact area between the wheel 15 and abrasive 
belt 17 and the drum 24. 
The theoretical contact point of the crowned contact 

wheel with the drier moves away from the center of the 
wheel's face as the drier profile slope increases. At the 
maximum drier profile slope it is highly desirable that 
this theoretical contact point has not yet reached the 
edge of the contact wheel so that the point may expand 
in all directions into an area contact. Thus, with a 4 
inch face wheel it might be deemed appropriate to 
match the maximum drier profile slope 1 % inches out 
from the center of the wheel's face for a contact wheel 
of typical resilience. The crown radius D(13) required 
to achieve this can be estimated from the following for 
mula: 

D(13) = t w + 1/S 
st/S (Because S is very small compared to 1) 

where 
D(13) = crown radius (inches) 
t = distance out from center of wheel's face (inches) 
S = maximum drier profile slope to be matched (in 
ches/inch) 

The advantages of the invention depend heavily upon 
the proper design of the cam 27. In the past, it has been 
found feasible to cam control drum contour forming 
only in the middle 80% or so of the drum, noted in FIG. 
1. The contour in the end regions, also noted in FIG. 
1, was formed by manually operating the hand adjust 
ment means 14. Now, through use of a unique com 
puter program it is easy to compute a large number of 
X/Y coordinates for successive positions of a milling 
cutter which will generate the desired cam on a Numer 
ical Control milling machine. Transforming these coor 
dinates into punched tape instructions for such a nu 
merical control milling machine can be effected in vari 
ous ways, well known to those skilled in the art, each 
way being particularly adapted to the particular numer 
ical control milling machine being used. In the pre 
ferred form of this invention, a Compudyne milling ma 
chine is used and results in an inexpensive and speedily 
manufactured precision cam. The cam is designed to 
move the grinding surface to generate the contour de 
sired for the entire drier drum. The contour, deter 
mined for each resurfacing job by a combination of 
computations and empirically derived adjustments, is 
expressed as a crown table of radial dimensions for 
every inch say of linear distance from the center line of 
the drum to one end. The contour for the other half of 
the drum is symmetrical and need not be included in 
the table. The determination of the crown contour is 
not part of the invention, but is determined by methods 
well known in the art. 
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In designing the cam, the computer performs several 
tasks which convert the desired crown table to a cam 
design. In doing so, certain dimensions of the grinder 
apparatus and its positioning must be considered. 
These dimensions are illustrated by FIG. 4 which dia 
grammatically shows the drier drum 24, the contact 
wheel 15, pivotal mounting 19, flat way 21, vee way 22, 
cam 27 and cam follower 31. The dimensions shown 
are as follows. 
D(1) is the radius of the drier drum 24 on center line 
33 of the drum. (inches) 

D(2) is the vertical distance of surface of flat way 21 
of grinder bed below axis 32 of the drier drum 24. 
(inches) 

D(3) is the horizontal distance between the center 
line of vee way 22 of the grinder bed and the axis 
32 of the drier drum 24. (inches) 

D(4) is the diameter of the contact wheel 15 on its 
center line and including the abrasive belt 17 thick 
ness. (inches) 

D(S) is the radius of cam 27 surface at setting for 
center line 33 of drier drum 24. (inches) 

D(6) is the maximum diameter of curved-face cam 
follower 31. (inches) 

D(7) is the angle to horizontal of grinder-head in 
feed-ways 10 with the cam at D(5) setting. (de 
gree) 

D(8) is the horizontal distance between center line of 
vee way 22 of grinder bed 9 and vertical line 
through center of grinder carriage pivot 19. 
(inches) 

D(9) is the horizontal distance between center line of 
vee way 22 of grinder bed 9 and vertical line 
through contact point of cam follower 31 with cam 
27. (inches) 

D(10) is the vertical distance of the surface of the flat 
way 21 of grinder bed 9 below horizontal through 
center of grinder carriage pivot 19. (inches) 

D(11) is the distance perpendicular to grinder-head 
infeedways 10 between center of grinder carriage 
pivot 19 and path of contact wheel center as it is 
moved along the infeed ways 10. (inches) 

D(12) is the grinder carriage 8 travel along ways 21 
and 22 per revolution of cam shaft 29. (inches) 

D(13) is the nominal radius of grinder wheel crown. 
(inches) 

(note: D(12) and D(13) are not shown on FIG. 4. 
OUTLINE OF THE DESIGN TASKS PERFORMED 

BY THE PROGRAM 

Once the crown table and dimensional data have 
been acquired the cam advantage is calculated for the 
cam in the center-line-of-drum position. This is the cam 
rise required to produce a unity motion component of 
the contact wheel radially towards the drum and de 
pends on parameters D(1) through D(4) and D(7) 
through D(11). This advantage ratio is used throughout 
even though the angle, which is D(7) at the center of 
the face of the drum, varies slightly as the crown is gen 
erated. The effect of the angle change is not considered 
significant in its effect on the motion of the contact 
wheel. The crown table is then modified to allow for 
the can advantage. Next the crown table is modified to 
compensate for the difference 36 between the center 
point of the contact wheel's periphery and the effective 
point of metal removing action necessitated by crown 
ing the contact wheel to a radius of D(13) to allow it 
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12 
to match the flanks of the drum crown. Then the table 
is transformed into one of radial distance to the center 
of the cam follower. 
Thereafter the table's treatment resembles that dis 

cussed in ASME Publication 66-MECH-2 which is of a 
manuscript entitled Computerized Cam Design and 
Plate Cam Manufacture by E. S. Buhayar and contrib 
uted by the Machine Design Division for presentation 
at the Mechanisms Conference, Lafayette, Indiana, Oct 
10-12, 1966, of The American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers. Briefly, the computer converts the radial 
distances to the center of the cam follower into the 
path required by the cam cutter to form the desired 
cam. The follower and cutter may have different diam 
eters. The cam cutter path is then expressed in an X/Y 
grid coordinate system as indicated in FIG. 5. Referring 
to FIGS. 5, cam 27 is shown against the XIY coordinate 
grid with respect to which the path 48 of the cam cutter 
40 about the cam blank 41 is described. The contoured 
surface to be generated on the cam blank 41 is indi 
cated by numeral 42. In the preferred form of the in 
vention, the grid system is divided into a series of imagi 
nary lines 46 parallel to the X axis and a series of imagi 
nary lines 47 parallel to the Y axis. 
The milling machine used in the preferred form of 

this invention is limited to successive movements of the 
cutter to a minimum of 0.001 inch in either the X or Y 
direction. This precision has been found satisfactory 
for making the cam, especially in view of the typical 
cam advantages of approximately 3 to l, which reduces 
any error in drum surface contour of one-third of the 
error in can contour. If the cam cutter 40 is not the 
same size as the cam follower 31, the cam cutter path 
48 must be adjusted to account for the fact that the 
point of contact 44 between the cam follower 31 and 
cam 27 is not on the line 45 passing through the center 
of the cam follower 31 and cam 27 in all cam positions. 
The following discussion will be helpful in further un 

derstanding the computer program which determines 
the cam cutter path. The table of radial distances R to 
the center of the cam follower, converted from the 
crown table, is provided with cam rotational position 
values T generated from the factor D(12) and the posi 
tion of the grinder from the center line of the drier 
drum. Offsetting through each R point on the path of 
the center line of the cam follower normal-to-the-chord 
is performed to get back variously to the X/Y coordi 
nates of the cam surface and the center of the milling 
cutter. To do this adjacent points either side are used. 
The table is extrapolated at its terminal velocity until 
the sideways shifted cam-surface contact-point with the 
large diameter cam follower reaches the outside sur 
face of the can blank 50. If this occurs earlier than 6 
inches beyond the edge of the Yankee as determined 
by the last value of the original crown table, the job is 
terminated with an appropriate message suggesting that 
D(5), the cam surface radius on the paper machine 
center line, be decreased. 

If this test is passed, further constant velocity extrap 
olation occurs until the cam cutter center reaches the 
predetermined circular approach path 49. At this posi 
tion the cam blank 41 is not being touched by the cam 
cutter 40. This allows high feed-rates to save manufac 
turing time. The job will be terminated if this radius is 
not reached. The message suggests increasing D(5). It 
is to be noted that the tape used to cut the cam contains 
complete instructions to move the cutter all the way 
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around the cam blank and back to the starting point to 
afford an easy check on the correct functioning of the 
open-loop servocontrol of the Numerical Control mill 
ing machine used. 
The results of the above extrapolation search provide 

the data required for synthesis of a six section cam 
comprising a dwell, a constant velocity and a table-of 
values section which are mirror imaged around the 
other half of the cam. 
The program generates this synthesis without user in 

tervention. It then computes the outputs an X/Y coor 
dinate deck in the appropriate format to be converted 
in the preferred form of the invention into a punched 
tape for instructing a Compudyne Numerical Control 
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14 
milling machine. The punched tape issues signals to the 
milling machine to move the cutter by a long tain of ap 
propriately directioned 0.001 inch stepping signals. 
The stepping signals can be one of eight different sig 
nals corresponding to the eight possible step directions 
to an adjacent grid intersection. 
The punched tape is used in conjunction with a stan 

dard drawing which gives the cam blank dimensions 
and the set up instructions as well as the starting posi 

10 tion/ending position (numeral 43, FIG. 5) and the size 
of the cutter to be used. 
Having described the operations of the computer 

program used to design the unique cam of the inven 
tion, an outline of the program itself follows: 

SES SAN CARD FORTRA^i NOTAT I C N AS DSF I v S. 

TO PRESEtv THE ALGOR - S A v SECRENCES 

SEC T C 'Ak E HE REQUIS, CA CAT I CNS 

THE PRO3PA v. " AKES DIMES C.A.L. DATA RELAT G TO A YANKEE CRISR 

oc R A BE GR '. E SUCH AS TAT V ACE R Y FARREL-B. R VIGHA'v CO. NC 

A \D 2. SC DATA CN THE 3R DERS POST ON ING REAT WE C. A. Y. AN KEE 

CR FR DRUM" WHICH IS TO BE GROU'; D TO A DES I RED PROFE 

T A LSO TAKES A CRCW N TABLS WHCH ISS DES I REO VALUES OF 

THE RAD AL CROWN AT SPECIFI EC EQUAL INTERVALS FRCM THE CENTER on 

N E OUT TO ON5 EDGE CF THE ORIER THE CES I RED Crow N OUT THE 

C T S R W A Y S ASSMED fi : E SY-, ETRICAL 

THE PROGRAMS ()JTPUT CONS STS OF A A BE 3F SUCCESS W X WY 

CO3Rf NATES WHICH Tk-E CUT TER OF A NUMERICAL CONTROL '' LL ING 

VAC INE SHOUC ASSUME CT A CAM FROM A CIRCULAR 3 ANK 

MNTE AT The CCORC IATE ORIGN 

TIS CAW IS FOR USE IN CONTROL N3 T H E GRIN DERS ACT I C N AS IT 

'MA K S A SERIES (F - DGE TO E. G. PASSES GSE v. S. RAT I vs THE CES I RED 

p : OFF C N A Y ANKEE R & DRM 

CTHER K 'ON ART PROGRAMS CAN THEN PROCESS T - E ARCW VENT 1 CED 

C3 CR2 IMATES ANC Y EL: A *, AP PROPRIATEY P CEC T N p ADAC EC To 

CONTRO. SCME PART CU A R NU'E ICAL CCN R. M. L. NG '.' A CHE AS IT 

CT S T - A Y 

is C, D PATES () EF INE CLCSEL PAT - WHIC:- RETURNS TO TS 

st to T. Ng Pois, T Sc As Tin MAKS THE ACT I c' QF OPEN - OcP-SERVO 

^ MER C A CC'TROL M L N3 - AC 's ES SELF CHECK NG TO SDE T 

p RATION THE CIRCLA R A PP RCAC AND EPARTURE SECT INS ARE 

SS GNEC w I - T - E if T Q OUT OF CCM'T ACT w I TH THE CAM S A NK 
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- R C 3 A. STARTS FR Y SET (, up S I G D v. S. CNA A R A YS 

S 2F, AS FCS e o a 

2 ) 

c (MP) } 

X (MR) } wit RE TYPICALY v; R = 24. C 

v ( A R } ) 

AR IS F NEC 

Ve = 24 

T-E CONST AM; T P IS DEF: EO. . . . . . 

p 3 l is 92.65 

THE FOLLOWING PARAMETSRS ARE CEF INEO 

TYPICAL VALUES ARE GIVEN } 

Re A \! I S. RAC 1 US cF C PCULAR CAV RANK , C ES : 

PAN 96.875 

CUT P S C ; AVSER OF MILNG MAC - E CUTER (NCHES ) 

C T TR s O. 750 

RCJT IS RAD S T C CENTER OF CUT TER Du RN3 TS CRCULAR 

AP PROAC AT - AOUN. The Adv. SANK ( MCHES ) 

RCUT = 4 5 lis 

P S CARRIAGE TRAVE PER CROWN AFL E STEP NCHES ) 

P is 0 

NEX THE PROGRAW ACQUI - ES THE DATA PSR IN ENT TO THE PARICULAR 

OR de O B B 

GEOMETRY CAA 

D y = RADI US Of Y ANK E C*; CENERL I. E. CF PAPER WACH NE NCHES) 

( 2) WERT I C A IST ANCS OF SURFACE OF FAT wAY OF GR N DER BE) 

RELOW. HORIZCMA THROUGH CENTER JF YANKE ( INCHES ) 

D ( 3 ) s - OR 20 NTA - C S : A NCE SET W5 EMI CENTER NE OF GRDER 3 ED 

WEE WAY AN WERTICAL TROUGH CENTER OF YAN KEE ( INCHES ) 

C. A. D I AM SER C F GR INDER WHEEL. CN I TS CENTER IN E AND 

“Cut NG ABRASIVE BET H CKN ESSES ( 1 NCHSS) 

( 5 ) is RAD IS OF CAM SURFACE AT SETTIN3 F Or CENTER NE OF 

PAPER WACH NE ( IN CHES ) 

( S) is VAX 1 v. U- I AM ETEP OF CURWED FACE CAM FOLLOWER ( NCHES) 

D (7 ) 2 ANG E TO HORIZONAL OF GR INDER m AD IN FEDaw AYS WITH 

CAW AT D (5) SETTING (CEGREES ) 

D 8) E HORIZONTAL DISTANCE BET WEEN CEv. FR I ME OF GR INCR BEC 

WEE WAY AND VERT CA HKO GH CENTER OF GR, DER CARRIAGE 

PWOT ( NCHES) 
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D 9 ) = -ORIZON TAL DIST ACS P. S. f. M. CENTS 2 I*, CF 3. . . DER ED 

WES WAY AND VERT CAL TR3 GH CONTACT POI v. T CF CRW SDan 

FACE O A? CO FC - T - CA'? ( : 'C' s ) 

( 1 O a W FR T CAL C. STANCE CR Sur FACE F FLAT WAY OF Gir NCER ED 

REL)' u(). RIZCNTA TRC Gu CE", TER F (3 INDER CA &R AG5 

p WT (NCHES ) 

T A r. CE PERPE, DICULAR TO GR 1 v DERa - EAD INFEEC-AYS 

SEw EN CENTER OF 3 RI - DE R CARRA GE ?o I WOT Avid PATH F 

G R \; R ''NEE CENTEL AS IT IS W3VED Us If S INFEC 

SIDE ( INC-SS ) 

2 e 3R NCFR CA? RIAGE &AWE ACNG I TS WAYS R REV CLUTION 

OF T - E CA' SHAF ( 1 NC. ES) 

3 } e \O. : A R A US CF THE 3R 1 v E R - EEL C.S. iv. ( I\ch is 

CR; 1 TA CATA 

, VA L = , M2S P F y AL ES SPECIF f-F CRCNN TABLE 

C - EC K Pr? v. QFL Cw NC, A & A. Y. 

F ( ' ','A - '.' 3 l 3 29 

3 crat is: F 

, 1) = i Ar AL C. Cw v. A. T. F CE. T. R. F. F THE YA ke 

'd A. A. Crow N P FROM T - E CENT SERI E (F THE Y Avi K E C 2 ) 

A A CPOWN 2 - F - ) v The E CE’s TSR. I v F C F Tri YAN KEE s 

& ( , ) = - i. it, CROM 3+P FR) v THE CE. TER IN E OF THE Y ANKSE 

ETC 

ETC 

(NVAL ) = RAD AL CROWN NWA a ) - P FROM THE CENTER IN E OF YAM KEE 

CTF E CONVENT I CN IS THAT R ( , ) is O C A.NC SUCCESSIVE WALUES 

A RE TO RE M. NCHES AN D TO CREASE POSITIVELY EVEN THOUGH THIS 

NCI CATES METAL TO RE REMr. VED FROW THE YANKEE 

START OF CALCU. A.T. CNS a so a a 

CA ClJLATION OF RATIO 

RATIO is THE CAM Adv ANTAGE WHICH IS THE CAM RSE REQUIRED TO 

PRODUCE A UNITY COMPONENT OF MOT ON OF THE GR INDER 

WHEEL R A CIALLY TOWARDS THE AXIS OF THE Y ANKEE 

X is O (7) PA 80 

X2 a D ( 3 ) at ( & ) ) IS N (xl } / COS xl) 

X3 a D (11 *SORT D (31-D (8) is 2x2 x2) / () (3-D (e) 
X4 in D (2) of O ) X2ay 2 

X5 a D (l) 40 5 D (4) 
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Xs = C5 P X 

x7 S IN 6 ) ex4 vx is 

X R = ? I axes as ATAF, X7AS - XX . ) 

X = 2 a ( C a ( 3 ) are ) COS X A S (XS) 

Y r s x s is is X a 

At s R ) -- (a) ) /x c 

RA SFORMA CN C F - E Co 'N At , , , , , 

E R / ALES OF hit "A Lt. A k A.N.S. FO'N, C 'O KAC I TE 

CE, R F T : E A '.' FC. O' E. A., ; ; G - FOR TE CA v?. ADVANTA (E 

AND FC. T LE CORECT: C NE CESSA - V AFC AuS OF CC v. ACT PCNT 

CFF SFT DE Tr GP INF R W - EEL CROWN, R AD US 

S 5 ) - O 5 ( 6 s 

PA) is a 

E NWA 

J-1 ) l l l 2 

2 TAND is RAC ( R (J) as RPP) / P 

COR as SSRT (TARC - ANC - RAD RAD ) - KAI) 

l. 3 RPR is R J 

Q ) = R a COR 

P ) is OS-RAT I C. R. J } 

CNT IN JE 

EXTENSION OF THE CAM SURFACE 

E NXT PAR OF THE PROGRAM S CONCERNED WITH CONTINUING THE 

CAM StJR FACE BEYCND WHERE IT IS NEED SD TO GR F D THE YAPKEE 

This six TENS ON is MAE AT TE SAME RAT OF RISE AS AT THE EDGE 

r.Fis YA NK E F D S T ON THE MUM RFR OF STEPS IS CACJATED TO FIRST 

OSS OF Cl:TTER COMT ACT 4) I TH THE CAW R A 2K Aid THEN TO CONTINUE 

ON OUT TO REACH T E MON is MFT AnguTTING CIRCULAR APPROACH PATH 

OF - CTTER CENTER 

T C C C T - S 1 IS NECESSARY TO OFFSET THE CENTER OF THE CAW 

FOLLOw FR PER PEND CULAR to I TS 1 A f is Y THE CAM Follow ER RAO US 

FC R T LE FIRST PAR CF THE TASK AND BY THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 

TE CAM FCLCER ANY CTER RAD II FOR THE SECOND PAR 

T S T C E NOTED THAT THE SIMI AR TRANGE ASED COOR DINATE 

EC v. RY USEC REFERS. Tr AM x Y COOR DINATE SYSTE, UNIQUE TC 

ESE TASK S AND NCT TO BE CC v. FISED v. T - A T USED TO EXPRESS 

THE CA. ROF E. 

20 
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fi '.' FTC is T : Roc A PER PEN CAR FROM THS CENTER JF CAM 

DO N T TO A CCR: Jc I', ', 3 T use C REw I OS A : D Trt Exit PC 1 \, TS 

Aw FFSF 3 A LONG T - IS PERP Evid CU Ar THE rite C STANCE 

SEARCH FCR THE NY.RS OF STPS T L BE TAKE v. 

SPO3 S E CAN' RTAT ICN IN EGREES DEir CROWN TAE STEP 

St P. G. s. 36 C.A. ( 2) 

St DRA SCG PSC 

FCR s D 6 ) 

RST P = R (NWA) as R ( NVAL all ) 

a R be r NWAL} 

COU is C 

COR is a C5 CLR 

JOR a 

1. A R C as RRFST 

CO is CC 

S X is a RR - St P ) CCS (STORA 

Y PR se - RefSTP) SIN ( Spra ) 

y \X ( R RRSTP) COS (STRA 

YNX is ( R R4RST P } eS IN (STPRA) 

RAT = CORRA (SCRT ( XNXaXPR ) - 24 YNX-Y p R ) - 3:2) ) 

XX RRRAT YNXYpro ) 

YY is a RA+ (XM, X-X D) 

P. s. SGR f ( x X x X -- YY Wv 

GO TO 9 2 O) J3R 

G F (RD-PEAN) 5 16, 

, A & a CO 

GO TO 7 

& L A * = CU 

JOP is 2 

C F R s - C E + FOR as CT't 

r. T, lis 

F -ser C.; a 22 

2 l pCT se CO 

GO TO 23 

22 RCT COU 

23 F LANs) 24 24 25 

25 IF 180 as NVA RCUT) STPDG) 26 26 27 

27 SCU e RCU - 

CEC g FOR OVER FOW ING ARRAY 
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F NWA + C VR 2828 29 

2 g (C NT INUE 

CAL CULATING R WALUES FOR EXTENS ON a a 

O 30 Ja RCU 

M' s NWA-J f 

R N) = R M. VAL ) + Jit RST P 

3C CONTINUE 

NOTE. CNE EXTRA PLACE OF THE R ARRAY HAS BEEN F I LED FOR USF 

N UP COMING OFFSETT INS 

GENERAT CN OF x WY COORD NATES FOR CuT TER CENTER 

OFFSETTING TO THE CUT TER POST I cM FROM THE CAM FOLOWER 

CENTER IS PERFORMED BY DROPP NG A PER PENDICULAR TO A CHORD 

IN THE SAME VANNER AS BE FORE THE xyY COOR NATE REFERENCE 

SYST EV S SUCH THAT THE CUT TER GENERATING THE CAM, SURFACE FOR 

The CA' FOLLOW'ER IN THE CENTER -CFY ANKS PCS ION IS ON THE 

-X. A x IS THUS THE CUT TER AT I TS START N3/ENDING, PCS IT I. C. 

L. RE 3 N T - F X AXIS 

N = N 

X. ( . ) is a R (l) a CORR 

Y ( ) is Oe 

NOTE THA KNOWN3 - E RAC E JS HE X/Y PO3 T. CN IS FOUNC 3 Y 

GENERAT \G AN ANGE FRC / T-i ', 'MBER OF SEPS IMES THS CAA 

ANGLE CF RCT A CN PER STEP 

xor is a P. ( . ) 

v = C, 

XX = ? (2) + C {S PI-STDRA) 

YY = ? (?) - SIA' PI-ST PRA) 

CC 32 Ja2 N 

x NX is R (J4-1 ) 4-COS P-JST PRA) 

YNX s R (J-l. 2 4-S IN ( D - JSTORA 

RAt F CORR / (SQRT ( x NX-XPR) 2+ (Y Nix-y pr. 2 
X (J) = XXa RAT (YNX-Y PR 

Y (J) YY+RAT ( x NX-XPR) 

XPR XX 

Y PR s YY 

XX is XNX 

YY E. YNX 

32 CONTINUE 
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CONTINUATION OF x Y PO N T S AR3 UND CRCULAR 

APPROACH PATH 

AMG = AAN ( Y (N) /X (M) ) 

F (ANG) 23 34 34 

33 AMG ANG-PI 

NOTE ANG IS AWAYS POSITIVE AND S THE ANGLE SE WEEN THE , 

PCNT AND THE +x AXS 

34 NC s ANG/ST PRA 

ANGST as A: G wNC 

NOTE C3 CULAR APPROACH DIW DED INT?. NC STEPS EACH ANG ST 

Mit e N-MC 

C-ECK FOR OVERFCW MiG A Q RAY. 

F ( \f-MR) 35 29 29 

35 CONTIN: E 

E WA I w \G PLACES , X/Y TARE ARE NOW F L S J P HACK wARDS 

R. CM THE 4) AXIS 

3 s = "C 

a s , T4 lau 

Y \; T ) = RCT CCS ( - ) + A N GST ) 
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Having described the preferred embodiment of the 
invention, it is to be recognized that the invention in 
cludes within its scope modifications and variations of 
the preferred embodiment. For example, a rigid grind 
ing wheel with the periphery contour of the invention 
could be substituted for the backstand grinder, and 
many of the advantages of the invention would still be 
retained. Also, the contoured periphery contact wheel 
of the invention could be advantageously used alone 
without the new unique cam. Furthermore, the use of 
the new unique cam of the invention without the con 
toured periphery contact wheel is also advantageous 
because of time savings, greater precision, and avoid 
ance of overgrinding the drier drum. It should also be 
recognized that the invention is not limited to the cam 
controlling the grinder movement with respect to the 
drum by pivoting the grinder about the carriage. The 
cam could also control the movement through slides, 
linkages, or other mechanisms, and the grinder can 
move in a manner other than pivoting. Of course, the 
method of calculating cam advantage set out in the pre 
ferred embodiment would be modified to apply to the 
particular mechanisms used. With any of these mecha 
nisms, the cam can be mounted in places other than on 
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the carriage. It should also be recognized that the in 
vention could be used to resurface any complex con 
toured drum, although its special features are most ad 

so vantageously applied to resurfacing Yankee drier 
drums. 
From the foregoing description, it is apparent that 

other modifications can be made without departing 
from the spirit of the invention and the exemplary em 

is bodiment is not intended to be limitative of the inven 
tion since the scope of the invention is defined in the 
appended claims. 
We claim: 
1. Apparatus for forming predetermined complex 

60 crown contours on the exterior surface of a large crep 
ing and drier drum, whereon the contour of the end re 
gions differs from the contour of the middle region of 
the drum, comprising: 
a carriage; 

65 means for traversing said carriage from end to end of 
said drier drum; 

grinder means rotatable on its axis for forming said 
crown contours, said grinder means being movably 
mounted on said carriage and spaced from the axis 
of said drier drum, said grinder means having an 
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abrasive surface on which the center of the area of 
contact of the abrasive surface and the drum sur 
face varies across the width of the abrasive surface 
for different traverse positions of said carriage and 
the center point of the abrasive surface periphery 5 
is spaced from the exterior surface of the drum by 
distance which varies for different traverse posi 
tions of said carriage; and 

cam means for causing movement of said grinder 
means with respect to said carriage to vary said 10 
spacing between said grinder means and said axis 
of said drier drum, said cam means including a cam 
contoured in a predetermined relationship to the 
predetermined crown contours to be formed on the 
end regions and the middle region of the surface of 15 
said drier drum and contoured to compensate for 
the change in distance between the center point of 
the abrasive surface periphery and the exterior sur 
face of the drum resulting from the contour of the 
exterior surface of the drum. 

2. Apparatus according to claim 1, wherein said 
grinder means includes a convex surface presented to 
contact with the drum surface at all positions of the 
drum surface. 

3. Apparatus according to claim 1, wherein said 25 
grinder means includes a convex surface contoured to 
have a slope equal to the slope of said drum surface 
contour at the center of the area of contact of the 
grinder and drum surface at all positions of the drum 
surface while the grinder means axis is maintained par 
allel to the drum axis. 

4. Apparatus for forming predetermined complex 
crown contours on the surface of a large creping and 
drier drum, whereon the contour of the end regions dif- 5 
fers from the contour of the middle region of the drum, 
comprising: 
a carriage; 
means for traversing said carriage along a predeter 
mined path parallel to the axis of said drier drum; 40 

grinder means mounted on said carriage for forming 
said crown contour, including an abrasive surface 
rotatable about an axis, means to rotate said abra 
sive surface, and means to press said abrasive sur 
face against said surface of said drier drum, the 45 
center of the area of contact of the abrasive surface 
and the drum surface varying across the width of 
the abrasive surface for different traverse positions 
of said carriage and the center point of the abrasive 
surface periphery being spaced from the surface of 50 
the drum by distance which varies for different tra 
verse positions of said carriage, and 

means for varying the spacing between said grinder 
means and said drier drum axis, comprising a can 
follower mounted on said grinder means, a cam co 
operating with said cam follower and rotatably 
mounted on said carriage and contoured to vary 
said spacing in a predetermined relationship to said 
predetermined crown contours to be formed from 
end to end on said surface of said drier drum and 
contoured to compensate for the change in spacing 
between the center point of the abrasive surface 
periphery and the surface of the drum resulting 
from the contour of the exterior surface of the 
drum, and means for rotating said cam in a prede 
termined relationship to the traverse position of 
said carriage. 
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5. Apparatus according to claim 4, wherein said 

means to press said abrasive surface against said sur 
face of said drier drum includes a wheel having a con 
vex periphery contour which has a slope equal to the 
slope of said drum surface contour at the center of the 
area of contact of the abrasive surface and drum sur 
face at all positions of said drum surface while said 
abrasive surface rotational axis is maintained parallel to 
the drum axis. 

6. Apparatus according to claim 5, wherein said pe 
riphery contour is a convex circular arc having a radius 
which is substantially equal to the radius determined by 
the equation: 

D(13) = tiS 

where D(13) = the radius of the periphery contour 
in inches, 

t F the distance from the center of the face of the 
contact wheel to the desired contact point of the 
contact wheel and the drum surface where the 
drum surface contour has the greatest slope, in 
inches, and 

SF the greatest slope on the surface contour of the 
drum in inches per inch. 

7. Apparatus for forming predetermined complex 
crown contours on the exterior surface of a large crep 
ing and drier drum, whereon the contour of the end re 
gions differ from the contour of the middle region of 
the drum, comprising: 
a carriage, 
means for traversing said carriage from end to end of 

said dryer drum; 
grinder means rotatable on its axis for forming said 
crown contours, said grinder means being movably 
mounted on said carriage and spaced from the axis 
of said drier drum, said grinder means including a 
convex surface contoured to have a slope equal to 
the slope of said drum surface contour at the center 
of the area of contact of the grinder means and 
drum surface at all positions of the drum surface 
while the grinder means axis is maintained parallel 
to the drum axis; and 

cam means for causing movement of said grinder 
means with respect to said carriage to vary said 
spacing between said grinder means and said axis 
of said drier drum, said cam means including a cam 
contoured in a predetermined relationship to the 
predetermined crown contours to be formed on the 
end regions and the middle region of the surface of 
said drier drum. 

8. Apparatus for forming predetermined complex 
crown contours on the surface of a large creping and 
drier drum, whereon the contour of the end regions dif 
fers from the contour of the middle of the drum, com 
prising: 
a carriage; 
means for traversing said carriage along a predeter 
mined path parallel to the axis of said drier drum; 

grinder means mounted on said carriage for forming 
said crown contour, including a rotatable abrasive 
surface, means to rotate said abrasive surface 
about an axis, and means to press said abrasive sur 
face against said surface of said drier drum, said 
means to press said abrasive surface against said 
surface of said drier drum includes a wheel having 
a convex periphery contour which has a slope 
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equal to the slope of said drum surface contour at 
the center of the area of contact of the abrasive 
surface and drum surface at all positions of said 
drum surface while said abrasive surface rotational 
axis is maintained parallel to the drum axis; and 

means for varying the spacing between said grinder 
means and said drier drum axis, comprising a cam 
follower mounted on said grinder means, a cam co 
operating with said cam follower and rotatably 
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mounted on said carriage and contoured to vary 
said spacing in a predetermined relationship to said 
predetermined crown contours to be formed from 
end to end on said surface of said drier drum, and 
means for rotating said cam in a predetermined re 
lationship to the traverse position of said carriage. 

9. Apparatus according to claim 8, wherein said con 
toured periphery of said wheel is resilient. 

k k is k 


